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Intro

We all feel it. We want to grow our PreSales teams to keep up with demand, but landing  

the next cohort is about as easy as domesticating a herd of unicorns. This trend has been 

underway for a while, but it’s accelerating, and the war for PreSales talent has never  

felt fiercer in 2022. That’s why we’re focusing on it in this edition of the Vivun PreSales 

Benchmark Report. 

However, this report does not solely focus on the war for PreSales talent this year. We 

have for the first time benchmarked the PreSales profession against other business 

to business (B2B) departments.* Our findings reveal PreSales’ Year-over-Year (YoY) 

growth and its penetration across industries, companies, and job postings. We have 

compared and tracked the growth of PreSales to other dominant personas such 

as Sales, Customer Success Management (CSM), Product Management, and Sales 

Development Representatives (SDRs). This initial analysis of the PreSales industry will 

serve as the foundation from which we’ll track PreSales’ trajectory in future reports. 

The State of PreSales

Let’s spend a moment to talk about why PreSales is growing at such a fast clip. It’s because 

modern B2B buying has, itself, changed forever. It’s become hands-on, transparent, and 

collaborative. The relationship-centric approach is no longer going to cut it, and no amount 

of recorded sales calls or sequenced emails is going to turn the clock back. Buyers expect 

expert support and demand a sure thing; they want transparency and high confidence as 

they navigate the purchasing process. 

This new breed of buyer is creating a massive demand for PreSales as companies 

look to these solution experts to deliver brand new buying experiences, from pilot to 

purchase and beyond. This is evident in the growing numbers as there are currently 1.8M 

PreSales professionals across nearly 207K companies, a 108K or 6% increase from last 

Current PreSales 
Employees

Companies w/ 
PreSales Employees

PreSales Jobs 
Posted

YoY Growth in 
Number of PreSales 

Employees

*Based on LinkedIn Sales Insights data pulled on January 7, 2022. LinkedIn Sales Insights taps into the world’s largest professional 
network to get an up-to-date view of the size and growth of specific departments and job titles as well as total addressable markets.
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year. PreSales teams are found in most industries with the top five being Information 

Technology & Services (598K), Computer Software (132K), Telecommunications (97K), 

Mechanical or Industrial Engineering (53K), and Electric & Electronic Manufacturing (52K). 

With 121K PreSales jobs posted on LinkedIn, PreSales is poised for continued growth as 

companies look to evolve to meet the demands of modern B2B buyers and nail purchasing 

experiences, book more revenue, and streamline expansions.

In comparison to other personas such as Sales, Customer Success Management, Sales 

Development Representatives, and Product Management, PreSales dominates the 

Information Technology and Services industry making up 50% of all employees and 

continues to gain market share in industries like Computer Software, where PreSales 

makes up 27% of all employees, and in Telecommunications, where PreSales makes up 

20% of all employees. The number of PreSales employees has also increased in industries 

like Financial Services (49K) and Automotive (41K). Across the five personas, there are just 

over 11M professionals of which 16% or 1.8M are PreSales. Though Sales professionals 

account for a significantly larger portion (66%) of these personas, PreSales is making 

considerable strides, YoY, to disrupt the space and gain traction in nearly all industries. 

We look forward to revisiting these numbers in our next report!
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The War for PreSales Talent in 2022

PreSales teams are growing exponentially, and with the increasing demand and 

competition amongst companies for top PreSales talent, leaders are looking to deploy the 

most effective ways to differentiate themselves and build robust, fully scaled teams.

We surveyed 125 PreSales leaders at businesses ranging from startups to Fortune 500 

companies with several questions covering topics including team growth, effective data 

points to justify headcount to leadership, biggest challenges to getting budget approved, 

characteristics the best talent embodies, and top ways to prevent employee churn. 

From all the responses we received, we identified four key insights that we thought were 

particularly notable.

1. PreSales leaders need to be prepared for skyrocketing growth and advocating 
for increased headcounts to the C-Suite. On average, PreSales leaders reported that 

their team size increased 47% from 2020 to 2021, and they project that the growth trend 

will continue at 44% in 2022. While the most effective data points for justifying head-

count are Sales Team Growth (68%) and PreSales Win Rates (42%), the biggest challeng-

es to getting budget are Lack of Data (56%) and Time and Organization (34%). 

2. Effectively hiring and onboarding top PreSales talent is critical to scaling 
teams quickly. The leading three characteristics PreSales leaders seek in candidates 

are Presence / Soft Skills (68%), Technical Acumen (59%), and Self-Motivation (29%). 

PreSales leaders look to differentiate themselves from competitors with Flexible Work 

Environments (70%), Engaging and Inclusive Work Culture (52%), Promise of Growth 

(44%), and Competitive Compensation Structures and Leveling (38%). However, the 

fight for top talent isn’t just about getting a contract signed. Onboarding difficulties like 

Information is Scattered & Outdated (52%), Information Overload (51%), and Managers 

Strapped for Time (45%) are hurdles PreSales leaders need to overcome to transform 

new hires into deal-crushing Sales Engineers (SEs). 

3. PreSales professionals are being actively recruited, and PreSales leaders 
need to fend off churn. With open reqs taking, on average, 3 months, to close and 

fully ramping a SE taking, on average, 4 months, it’s safe to say that hiring and ramping 

can take 7 months. With that type of investment in resources and time, the best way 

for PreSales leaders to retain talent is through Building Relationships / Coaching / A 

Great Work Culture (41%), Competitive Compensation Plans (17%), and Flexible Work 

Environments (14%). When team members leave for new opportunities, the top reasons 

for churn is Career Progression Elsewhere (63%), Salary (47%), and Competitors (30%).
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Biggest Challenges to Getting PreSales Budget Approved

4. To retain top PreSales talent, leaders must offer coaching and paths for 
advancement in addition to competitive compensation structures. PreSales 

leaders reported the top three metrics for measuring individual PreSales performance 

are Win Rates (64%), Opportunity Outcomes (45%), and PreSales Impact on Deal Size / 

Average Selling Price (39%), and the top way for rewarding positive performance is via 

bonuses. While giving out bonuses is appreciated, creating paths to career progression 

for individuals is just as important and if not more than compensation.

Let’s dive into these insights.

1. PreSales leaders need to be prepared for skyrocketing 
growth and advocating for increased headcounts to the 
C-Suite.

YoY, PreSales teams are expanding into more markets and leaders are experiencing it first-

hand. On average, PreSales leaders reported that their teams grew 47% from November 

1, 2020 to November 1, 2021, and they project that their PreSales departments in 2022 

will grow 44%. Though these numbers diverge considerably from the 6% YoY growth 

reported by LI Sales Insights, we believe the numbers achieved in the benchmark survey 

point to the fact that our respondents are part of the hottest, most growth-oriented 

PreSales orgs in the industry today.

With ever increasing demand for PreSales professionals, leaders need to begin planning 

budget for this growth and need a bulletproof way to justify the increasing headcount 

they need now and will need in the next 12 months. PreSales leaders reported the most 

effective data points for justifying headcount to the C-Suite are Sales Team Growth 

(68%), PreSales Win Rates (42%), PreSales Impact on Deal Size / Average Selling Price 

(39%), and PreSales Impact on Deal Velocity (35%).
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However, getting budget for a growing team isn’t always easy. Of the PreSales leaders 

that owned their budget, they reported that Lack of Data (56%), Time and Organization 

(34%), Politics (27%), and Lack of Alignment (27%) are the biggest challenges to getting 

increased budgets approved by the C-Suite.

2. Effectively hiring and onboarding top PreSales talent is 
critical to scaling teams quickly.

As demand for PreSales increases, so does competition in the talent pool. Building expert, 

highly skilled PreSales teams and scaling them fast is fundamental to succeeding in 

today’s booming tech industry. PreSales leaders identified the top three characteristics 

they look for when hiring PreSales professionals are Presence / Soft Skills (68%), Technical 

Background / Acumen (59%), and Self-Motivation (29%). Technical Acumen ranks below 

Presence / Soft Skills which suggests that Technical Acumen can be more easily taught 

whereas Soft Skills are perhaps more innate.  

Everyone is after the same talent pool. PreSales leaders reported offering Flexible Work 

Environments (70%), Engaging and Inclusive Work Culture (52%), Promise of Growth 

(44%), and Competitive Compensation Structures and Leveling (38%) to to attract top 

talent and differentiate themselves from other companies.
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As PreSales teams grow, ensuring quality and effective onboarding processes are critical 

to turning top talent into deal-crushing SEs. The most difficult challenges PreSales leaders 

need to address and overcome to successfully onboard talent are Information is Scattered 

& Outdated (52%), Information Overload (51%), and Managers who are Strapped for Time 

(45%).

3. PreSales professionals are being actively recruited, 
and PreSales leaders need to fend off churn. 

The talent pool is hot and recruiters are inundating your PreSales teams’ inboxes daily with 

exciting offers, and losing a SE can be costly. PreSales leaders reported that closing an 

open req takes, on average, 3 months, and fully ramping a SE takes, on average, 4 months. 

So it’s safe to say that 7 months are invested and spent from open req to fully ramped SE. 

The bright side? PreSales leaders said the average SE tenure is 3 years, which is 

consistent with our findings in our previous benchmark on securing the technical win. 

PreSales leaders need to ensure their hiring and onboarding processes are effective and 

seamless, and that their new hires as well as veterans feel fulfilled within their role and at 

their company.

Number #1 Way to Retain PreSales Talent

Top of the
Line Tech

Relationships/
Coaching/Culture

Recognition
& Awards
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Full-Suite
of Benefits

Flexible Work
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Clear Paths
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https://vivun.com/benchmark-report-technical-win
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Retaining talent is about creating effective teams, team member wellness, and preventing 

churn. PreSales leaders reported the best way to retain talent is through Building 

Relationships / Coaching / A Great Work Culture (41%), Competitive Compensation Plans 

(17%), and Flexible Work Environments (14%).

PreSales leaders also reported the top reason for churn in their PreSales orgs are Career 

Progression Elsewhere (63%), Salary (47%), and Competitors (30%). In this job market, 

PreSales leaders can’t risk taking their robust, scaled teams for granted.

4. To retain top PreSales talent, leaders must offer 
coaching and paths for advancement in addition to 
competitive compensation structures.

PreSales professionals not only need a transparent structure for compensation and 

rewarding positive performance, they need coaching and opportunities for career 

development that promises to take them to the next level. 

PreSales leaders reported the top three metrics for measuring individual PreSales 

performance are Win Rates (64%), Opportunity Outcomes (45%), and PreSales Impact 

on Deal Size / Average Selling Price (39%). Once PreSales leaders assess team member 

performance, the most effective way to reward positive performance is via Bonuses 

(72%), Promotions (13%), and Non-Financial Recognition Rewards among Peers (12%). 

It’s important to note that if PreSales professionals want a route to career progression, 

as evidenced by the 63% of PreSales leaders that reported the top reason for churn is 

lack of career progression, throwing money at them won’t be enough to stop them from 

leaving for new opportunities. The bonus is nice and definitely appreciated, but to retain 

your team a path to growth and advancement is just as important and if not more than 

compensation.
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Time for Action

Considering the survey results, the growth of PreSales orgs are soaring and leaders 

are actively recruiting to build the most skilled, revenue-driven PreSales teams to date. 

Whether a PreSales team is experiencing growth or churn or both at the same time, there 

are steps leaders can take to prepare for the war for PreSales talent in 2022. 

To start, PreSales leaders need to begin planning a budget for this growth and need 

to find a bulletproof way to justify the increasing headcount to the C-Suite that they 

need now and will need in the next 12 months. Approaching that conversation with the 

PreSales performance data points such as Sales Team Growth, PreSales Win Rates, and 

PreSales Impact on Deal Size can help overcome typical challenges that plague budget 

conversations like not aligning data with C-Suite initiatives. 

Once PreSales leaders succeed in getting an increased budget and headcount, they need 

to be ready to scale and ramp their team as quickly as possible. Building effective and 

streamlined hiring and onboarding processes will help turn top talent into winning SEs. 

To ensure talent has a positive and rewarding experience from day one, PreSales leaders 

need to tackle onboarding difficulties like information overload and managers with too 

little time to invest in new hires.

Proactively preventing churn is perhaps the best way to retain talent, and this means 

focusing on building expert PreSales teams, investing in employee wellness, and offering 

competitive compensation structures. Bonuses and salary increases aren’t enough, 

survey results revealed that career progression and coaching is just as important and if 

not more than compensation. This speaks to a larger need for PreSales professionals 

who are hungry for their own platform and resources within their orgs and beyond. When 

employee churn can’t be prevented, PreSales leaders need to have back up plans.

And to compete at the highest level for PreSales talent and succeed, PreSales leaders 

need to ask themselves fundamental questions like: Is my PreSales org ready to take on 

more team members? What are the biggest challenges to getting increases in budget for 

headcount and resources? What resources can I offer my team to support and help them 

grow their careers? How will I retain team members and prevent attrition?

Taking time to reflect on these findings can make the difference between losing your 

most valued SEs and building a highly skilled, expert PreSales team that wins deals and 

generates revenue.
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To receive and / or be part of the next Benchmark Report,  
enter your info here. vivun.com/benchmark

Sign up for next report

Want to see more of the data behind the scenes?

Our full Benchmark Report covers many topics—such as top ways to differentiate from 

other PreSales orgs in a competitive talent pool, difficulties that make it hardest to 

onboard SEs, best ways to retain talent, and metrics to measure individual SE performance 

and the most effective ways to reward it. Only individuals who answered the call for this 

report receive all of the answers with all of the data.

But you can step up next time and get this critical data for yourself.

Participate in the Next Benchmark Report

We invite you to be a part of our next Benchmark Report and receive a full report on all the 

answers to our questions. When you sign up, we’ll send you an invitation to participate in 

our next Benchmark Survey—then ensure that you receive a full list of answers with all the 

respondent data.

Let’s unlock the full strategic value of PreSales together!

https://vivun.com/benchmark
https://vivun.com/benchmark


Hero by Vivun® 

Vivun equips PreSales leaders with the world’s first AI-powered Buyer Experience Platform 

that lets them run their group as a business, create product-field alignment, communicate 

their team’s value and deliver transparent buying experiences. Vivun unlocks the strategic 

potential of PreSales and prepares them to take their place on the front lines of modern B2B 

selling. Customers include Autodesk, Cloudera, Snowflake, Elastic, Dell, Fivetran and Harness. 

To learn more visit www.vivun.com 

Request a Demo
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